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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the uses of sound to provide information about emotion. The review of the literature suggests that music is able to communicate and express a wide variety of emotions. The novel aspect of the present study is a reconceptualisation of this literature by considering music as having the capacity to sonify emotions. A study was conducted in which excerpts of non-vocal film music were selected to sonify six putative emotions. Participants were then invited to identify which emotions each excerpt sonified. The results demonstrate a good specificity of emotion sonification, with errors attributable to selection of emotions close in meaning to the target (excited confused with happy, but not with sad, for example). While ‘sonification’ of emotions has been applied in opera and film for some time, the present study allows a new way of conceptualizing the ability of sound to communicate affect through music. Philosophical and psychological implications are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to Kramer et al. [1] “sonification is the transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation” (p. 4). Of the more practically oriented applications, the display of numerical data has been obvious and frequent, from Geiger counter inspired techniques [2] to sonification of stock exchange reports [3]. However, this paper discusses the application of auditory display of something that is supposedly difficult to quantify – emotions (for a review, see [4]). Our approach is inspired by Vickers and Hogg [5] who remark that “through the intervention of the musician, the [musical instrument] renders in sound (albeit in a highly complex and abstract way) the score, the technique of the musician, the physics of the [instrument], the emotional state of the musician and the composer” (p. 211).

Hermann’s definition of sonification [4] defines four essential attributes of a sonification: 1) it reflects objective properties or relations in the input data, it has both a 2) systematic and 3) reproducible transformation to sound, and 4) it can be used with different input data. This definition delineates the difference between sonifications that focus on representing input data for analysis and description, and other audio works that may represent data for artistic or aesthetic purposes, but without a strong focus on analysis of the data.

The case will be argued here that music can be considered a culturally calibrated medium for the signification of some emotions, and that referring to music as an auditory display of emotion could provide some interesting alternatives to philosophical debates about emotional expression in music and to psychological paradigms.

This will be followed by the reporting of an experiment where an individual is given the task of describing the emotions that are sonified by film music excerpts. Furthermore, the use of emotional content of music as a mapping target is discussed, and possible speculative techniques for the encoding of arbitrary information, (rather than only music’s emotional content) will be outlined.

2. PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY OVERVIEW

Sonification of emotion by music actually has a long history, and is usually referred to as ‘emotional expression’ in music. Music is believed to express or communicate emotions, such as joy, excitement and sadness to the listener. For example, Hevner [6] developed a circle of adjectives that were organized into groups of words (clusters) of similar emotional meaning (e.g. merry and joyous in one cluster, versus somber and sober in another). A piece of music could then be classified as expressing one or more emotion terms. A further refinement of this approach was to have each adjective rated for its appropriateness [7], and to have them rated continuously as the music unfolded [8]. A common thread in this research is the attempt to identify how musical structure encodes the emotion, which is then decoded by the listener. We will therefore refer to this as the decoding paradigm of emotion in music research.

An important developer of decoding theory in recent times has been Justlin who proposed the Lens model and the GERMS model [9] to explain how the emotion gets ‘into’ the musical structure, to then be decoded by the listener. About the Lens model, Justlin writes:

This model is meant to illustrate how performances encode (i.e., express) emotions by means of a
number of probabilistic (i.e., uncertain) but partly redundant cues (i.e., sources of information). The emotions are decoded (i.e., recognized) by listeners who use these same cues to judge the emotional expression. The cues are probabilistic in the sense that they are not perfectly reliable indicators of the intended emotional expression. [10, p. 1798]

One way the Lens model, and more generally the decoding paradigm has been investigated experimentally is for the performer to be instructed to imbue a piece with a particular emotion, and the listener then tries to decode the expressed emotion by rating a number of emotions. Typically if the ‘correct’ or intended emotion is not selected or rated as the emotion that best describes the music, it is referred to as inaccurate or a confusion [see for example 10-14]. While not a necessary limitation of the decoding paradigm, the focus on finding a particular musical structure that encodes a putative emotion may be, in part, responsible for some limitations in how emotion in music is treated in the laboratory. That is, much of this kind of research limits what is considered a correctly decoded emotion to enable a focus on a set of musical features and characteristics that convey that target emotion. For example, sad music is slow, soft and in the minor mode [for a literature review, see 15].

However, sonification was a term that would not have sat well with those who believed that music was unable to express anything directly, and at the same time could express anything at all. The mapping of emotion to music, according to this view, would be arbitrary and in some cases meaningless. In fact, Langer argues that this lack of specificity is one of the advantages that music has over language. “What is here criticized as a weakness, is really the strength of musical expressiveness: that music articulates forms which language cannot set forth” [16, p. 233]. Langer’s views have been influential in music philosophy [e.g. 17], despite research in music psychology having quantified emotion based on psychological understandings of the structure of emotion.

These two epistomologies - the rationalist philosophical and the reductionist psychological - can to some extent be reconciled by thinking of music as having the ability to sonify emotion. First, if we accept that there are cultural factors that constrain the possibly chaotic aspects of musical associations [18], we immediately limit the number of meanings that music is likely to express to any individual, whether ineffable or reportable. Further, the wide ranging disagreements among philosophers could, to some extent be reconciled by variables such as individual differences [19-21]. Second, the reductionism of the psychological approaches, in particular the approaches using the decoding paradigm, may be seen as an approximation of the true, complex, and at times ineffable experience. For example, if a participant reports that a piece of music expresses a score of 7/10 for sadness, it does not literally mean that the individual has the equivalent, but reduced, experience, but rather that given the limited choice, the best answer the listener could give to reflect the complex experience was 7/10 for sadness. Further, if more than one emotion is rated as being expressed by the music, it may be possible that both emotions have in some way or combination been projected, rather than one or more being incorrect or confusions [22].

This is where we argue that understanding music as the sonification of emotion helps to bridge the discrepancy between emotional expression in music that appears in psychological versus philosophical writings. By asserting that music is (among other things) an auditory display of emotions, we should be able to measure how well music is able to perform this sonification experimentally. It may be seen as an alternative to the decoding paradigm, or as a refinement. By drawing on the typical applications of auditory display, we posit that a sonified emotion through the auditory medium, music, is a representation of the emotion expressed by the music. When assessing the success of the sonification the reduction and precision of emotional response of the decoding paradigm, are relaxed. The aim of our sonification paradigm is to sonify an ‘actual’ emotion (or emotion complex), rather than to assume that a premeditated, single, simple, putative emotion is experienced.

We therefore conducted a study in which author N. F. chose extracts of film music that were intended to sonify each of six basic putative emotions (similar to the techniques used in the empirical studies cited above). Participants rated the emotions that the music expressed to see if the emotions selected were ‘correctly’ sonified. Our approach differs to much previous research as we do not approach the ‘decoding’ as an all or nothing selection, but as a complex response.

3. HYPOTHESIS AND DESIGN

Models of the structure of emotion can be broken into two broad groups: dimensional and discrete. Dimensional models assume that emotions can traverse from one to another (such as happy to sad), while discrete models assert that each emotion is a separate, independent entity. While the subtleties of the two models are more complex [23], we were interested, here, in allowing some degree of sophistication in rating response to those found in the literature and discussed above. For example, we wanted to be able to allow for multiple emotional responses to be reported simultaneously [22], and that they each be considered as part of the overall emotional response [24]. While retaining a reductionist, experimental approach, we wanted to increase the chance of identifying the actual emotion that was sonified. Our format was therefore a compromise between a dimensional model (of arousal and valence, the so-called two-dimensional emotion space, see [25]) and a discrete model. We selected 6 discrete emotions (that were relevant to music) that could be distributed in a more-or-less equidistant manner about the two dimensional emotion-space. The space consists of valence on the x-axis (positive emotions to the right, and negative to the left), and arousal on the y-axis (high arousal emotions for positive y and low arousal emotions for negative y values). This two dimensional model has been applied frequently in the past [25-27]. A mapping of basic emotions onto the two-dimensional emotion space are shown in Figure 1 using schematic facial expressions to represent the verbal labels used: Calm (bottom right quadrant), Happy (middle right), Excited (top right quadrant), Angry (top left quadrant), Scared (middle left) and Sad (bottom left quadrant). The schematic facial representation of these emotions shown in Figure 1 demonstrates the approximate geometric location of these emotions in emotion space, and provides a non-verbal way of...
rating the success of the sonification — although in the experiment described verbal labels were used.

While Scared does not clearly map to the middle left of the emotion space, it was selected because some previous research has demonstrated confusion in the communication of scared and angry emotions [13, see also 28 for other emotions that can get confused]. The benefit of our system, we propose, is that, like Hevner’s, emotions that are close together around the two-dimensional circumplex [29] are more similar, and thus apparent ‘miscodings’ of the emotion sonified can be interpreted as similar if adjacent, rather than incorrect or confused.

We therefore hypothesise that participants will be able to detect the emotion that the music is expected to sonify, and we will measure the success of the sonification for each of the six discrete and distinct verbal emotion labels.

4. METHOD

4.1. Participants

Twenty-six students from a range of undergraduate and graduate music courses were invited to take part in the study in return for course credit. Participant ages ranged from 19 to 24 years, with 12 males and 14 females. Their self-reported years of instrumental lessons ranged from none to 18 years, with a mean of 11.0 years.

4.2. Stimuli

Stimuli were selected such that excerpts of film music were identified which might sonify each of the six ‘target’ emotions. Three examples of each were selected to reduce the chance of an eccentric example being selected by chance. The selection of music in this study was restricted to film music that did not have words. Film music has an advantage over several other musical styles for our purposes because it is explicitly programmatic and ‘associationistic’ [30]. Association, argues Cohen, “accounts for the direct transfer of meanings elicited by music to the film context, setting the mood, or disambiguating plot” (p. 29). The composers intention is, therefore, frequently to sonify the intended mood or emotion depicted by the scene (e.g. a thrilling car chase). Furthermore, these musical ideas need to be reasonably formulaic, so that the meanings associated with (and encoded into) the music can be clearly sonified. However, for a generally detectable sonification the music needed to have minimal personal, eccentric connections or associations—that is, not remind them of a personal, explicit situation. We restricted the selection of music to the soundtracks of a film genre that was likely to fulfill these criteria: Disney-Pixar fantasy-adventure animations (Toy Story 3, A Bug’s Life, Finding Nemo, Monsters Inc, Cars and Up).

With three excerpts of each target of emotion, 18 excerpts were selected ranging from 7 to 27 seconds in duration, as shown in Table 1. An additional ‘Excited’ excerpt was selected so that the total pool of excerpts was not a number that may have given away the number of excerpts in each target emotion category—the new total of 19 stimuli would reduce the likelihood that the participant divides 18 by 6 and uses a process of elimination strategies to select some responses, rather than responding to properties of the stimulus. The excerpts were edited so as to start and end as close to a phrase boundary as possible. The sound recordings were extracted for presentation to the participants in the same random order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus Code</th>
<th>Film: Track Name</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>Dur</th>
<th>Fam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angry1</td>
<td>Up: 52 Chachki Pickup</td>
<td>00’053</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry2</td>
<td>Toy Story 3: Come to Papa</td>
<td>00’038</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry5</td>
<td>Toy Story 3: Cowboy!</td>
<td>03’369</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm1</td>
<td>Finding Nemo: Wow</td>
<td>00’221</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm2</td>
<td>Finding Nemo: Field Trip</td>
<td>00’000</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm3</td>
<td>Finding Nemo: The Turtle Lope</td>
<td>00’480</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited1</td>
<td>Toy Story: Infinity and Beyond</td>
<td>00’150</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited4</td>
<td>Cars: The Piston Cup</td>
<td>00’058</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited5</td>
<td>Cars: The Big Race</td>
<td>01’111</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited3</td>
<td>Up: Memories Can Weigh You Down</td>
<td>00’262</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy1</td>
<td>Cars: McQueen and Sally</td>
<td>00’045</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy2</td>
<td>Monsters Inc.: Monsters, Inc</td>
<td>00’066</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy3</td>
<td>Up: with Titles</td>
<td>00’009</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad1</td>
<td>Cars: Goodbye</td>
<td>00’000</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad6</td>
<td>Toy Story 3: You Got Lucky</td>
<td>01’001</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad7</td>
<td>Toy Story 3: So Long</td>
<td>02’202</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared1</td>
<td>Cars: McQueen's Lost</td>
<td>00’553</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared2</td>
<td>Up: The Explorer Motel</td>
<td>00’354</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared4</td>
<td>Up: Giving Muntz the Bird</td>
<td>00’545</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Stimuli used in the Experiment. Three excerpts intended to sonify each emotion were selected, except for Excitement, which has four (see text for rationale). Stimuli are all instrumental, mostly orchestral arrangements. Familiarity (Fam) shows the mean rating for all participants on a scale of 0 (unfamiliar) to 10 (very familiar). Duration of excerpt (Dur) is in seconds. See Discography, §8, for details of sound recording sources.
4.3. Procedure

The study was designed and presented online using KeySurvey (http://www.keysurvey.com/) available via a URL link on the internet. After reading the ethics information, the participant was asked to be in a place that was as quiet and private as possible, and to wear headphones, if possible. They were then asked to click an icon to hear an excerpt, and then rate the excerpt in terms of the amount of each of the six emotions expressed on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 10 (a lot). They were also asked to rate how much they liked the excerpt and their familiarity (each also on a scale of 0 to 10, none to very familiar).

Table 1 demonstrates that the target emotion was successfully ‘sonified’ because the numbers along the diagonal are high (for example, the Calm excerpts were rated as highest on the Calm rating scale 56 times, compared to the other emotion ratings, but on 16 occasions, the same Calm stimuli were given Happy as the highest rating).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Emotion</th>
<th>Count (highest rating)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Count of number of times the target emotion (first column) was rated highest of the six emotion scales.

From the decoding paradigm perspective we might conclude that some emotions were confused. Moving down the rows of Table 2 we see Angry and Scared confused [row 1, and similar to the finding reported in 11]; Excited and Happy [row 3]; Sad and Calm [row 5, and similar to 31]. Just as with previous studies [e.g., 10, 12, 13, 14] we find that music is not able to express the intended emotion 100% of the time.

However, the sonification paradigm treats emotion as a calibrated meter, where the sonified emotion (as distributed in emotion space, in Figure 1) better aligns with a point somewhere in between the putative ‘target’ emotion and an adjacent emotion. Just as a Geiger counter increases the click rate when more ionising radiation is detected, the sonified emotion ‘meter’ moves to somewhere in between two categories as an emotion that lies between Happy and Excited is indicated as such rather than one or the other. From this perspective, we see that in all cases when an emotion appears to be ‘confused’ by well represented emotion category ratings, it actually comes from a semantically nearby emotion rating. Our explanation, therefore, is that when the examples were selected, they were chosen to roughly evoke a putative emotion, and were not properly calibrated to the target.

Figure 2: Results of experiment comparing the mean rating of 6 emotional categories for 19 musical excerpts. Excerpt codes (see Table 1) are presented at the top of each of the panes. Three exemplars of each target emotion (4 exemplars for Excited) are plotted.

Consider the rating results for each stimulus, as shown in Figure 2. Here the emotions are shown in the sequence around the circumplex. In each case we see a peak in the rating at or near the target emotion. For example, Scared ratings for each of the three Scared target examples (top right pane) were high. However, Angry and Excited ratings were also high for all three of these cases. According to the decoding paradigm, Anger and Excited ratings would be considered confusions of Scared. But the sonification paradigm suggests that the target emotion was miscalibrated, and that the actual emotion sonified was some,
possibly complex, combination of the three related emotions, or some averaging of them, perhaps pointing somewhere around Angry as the best estimate of the actual sonified emotion.

An obvious criticism of this interpretation is that anger and fear are qualitatively different emotions [32], making a mixture of them not necessarily meaningful. However, in all other cases, working down the triads of Figure 2, we see a meaningful relationship between emotional responses, since only adjacent categories to the target receive reasonably high ratings. Consider the four Excited targets. In each case Excited is rated highest, but also the Happy ratings are the next highest. Here we do not say that Happy and Excited emotions were confused (though the Lens model paradigm might suggest this). Instead, the sonified emotion is calibrated as being somewhere in between Excited and Happy, but slightly closer to Excited along the circumplex of the emotion space. We might still wish to make the same conclusion about Scared and Angry. Although they may be qualitatively different in important ways, there are still elements of valence (at least) that they do share, and are arguably as or more similar to each other than, for example, Angry and Sad.

Among the possible criticisms of our approach, we will now discuss two. One is on the question of the apparent ‘upside-down’ or circular nature of our approach to mapping emotions to sound. The other, partly in response to that issue, is a speculation about how emotion might be treated as data for sonification by musical fragments, more in line with some traditional, systematic approaches of sonification.

5.1. Emotion Sonification Mapping

Our approach collects data about emotional response to music by seeing how well it was sonified: Does piece A express (sonify) happiness better than it does calmness? Traditionally the variables to be sonified are the input data. Is our approach back to front? One key issue here is that converting emotion into data is non-trivial. Unlike variables such daily temperature readings, or distance of a surgeon’s knife from a target organ, emotion does not seem to reduce neatly into a variable that outputs one-dimensional numbers. This is, indeed, a reality for many factors in social and psychological sciences. Nevertheless, those fields continue to try to measure variables such as emotion, personality, cognition and behaviour. Suppose, then, that emotions could be reduced to numbers. One way this already happens is by using dimensional models of emotion, described earlier. We may have an emotion described as a series of numbers unfolding in time, with a time series for the valence component of the emotion and another simultaneous series for arousal. We then find variables to sonify those two sets of data. For example, valence might be coded very simply by mode (major for positive valence, and minor for negative valence), and simultaneously, arousal values are mapped onto tempo and loudness (high values of arousal map to fast tempo and loudness). This approach comes closer to satisfying Hermann’s criteria [4]. In this case, however, we would need, as a listener, to understand that major mode represented a happy input, and so on. That is, we would need to learn the meaning represented by the sounds.

The argument in our paper is that we have learnt these meanings through our exposure to music and associations (mappings) through exposure within our culture(s). Social and psychological scientists are comfortable with the idea that the mapping will not be perfect, and that in fields of human measurement we are dealing with highly complex, multidimensional streams of data.

Since we are not yet privy to the full, data based coding of emotions (we do not yet know exactly what numbers, along which dimensions to place an emotion pertaining to sadness), we cannot define our sonification of emotion, yet, in a way compatible with Hermann’s definition. Cultural factors, and individual difference add to the complexity, by providing additional noise to the underlying data signal. However, any signal can be susceptible to noise, and all are susceptible to measurement error.

A solution to this dilemma is to argue for a range of conceptualizations of sonification. Traditional approaches, such as those suggested by Hermann require highly specific stipulation of input parameter mapping to the auditory parameter(s). In sonifying emotions, this would mean streams of data representing time varying emotions, say along the arousal and valence dimensions, which are explicitly mapped to musical parameters, as described. In the conceptualisations of emotion sonification shown in Figure 3, this more traditional approach is indicated toward the bottom of the figure – ‘useful for parameter mapping’. However, as we move up this spectrum of conceptualization, we relax these rules. In the present case, this makes the assumption that emotions are highly complex, and currently too complex to code easily, but also that music has already encoded these emotions through cultural exposure and biological factors. Supposedly the composer and/or performer is aware of these conventions and codings, but can convert emotions into music intuitively and holistically, without the need for explicit, reportable coding. The job of the sonification researcher then becomes to attempt to successfully reduce this process to its component parts, both in terms of emotional measurement, and musical parameter combinations that can code these emotions. We are not in a position, yet, to say for sure that this reduction would lead to a unique solution (e.g. that a specific emotion represented by happiness can be expressed uniquely and optimally by one set of musical features). And we do not know for sure whether individual differences and states within a given culture can simply be treated as measurement error. But, as discussed in this paper, music psychologists have been working on such matters.

Our approach, in the mean time, assumes that despite some variability humans already encode/decode emotions into/from music. Therefore measuring the output emotion conveyed by the music gives us some indication of the input emotion that has been coded. It is currently too complex to both quantify the emotion and find the mapping onto the multiple music parameters that sonify these emotions, and we are therefore forced to take an approach that is more complex for sonifying, as shown in the top part of Figure 3.
5.2. Systematic Methods for Emotion Sonification Mapping

Given the complexity of traditional musical forms in sonifying emotions on the ‘parameter mapping’ end of the sonification conceptualisation spectrum, we speculate here on how computer generated or controlled music could be used. However, attempts to use computational generative music composition systems to drive the emotional content of music are likely to face similar barriers, despite the avoidance of the human element, as the emotional complex response is not known in advance. If we are actually interested in mapping arbitrary data directly to a listener’s complex emotional response, rather than a purported musical or acoustical parameter mapping, we speculate here on how arbitrary data to be sonified, and concatenated to produce the sonification.

An algorithm like the above would, however, be limited by the correspondence between the multi-dimensional emotional complex obtained from the musical stimulus and the format of the arbitrary data being sonified – which is in turn a function of the measuring instrument used to obtain the emotion complex. Other concerns that may arise with the use of emotional content of music as a data mapping target, are that music can have memory-related emotional effects, such as emotional contagion or episodic memory [21], rendering a listening to a sonification of emotion through music significantly influenced by, for example, the listener’s past associations. Cultural effects are also difficult to control, as are time dependent ordering effects that may influence emotional responses, and the not inconsiderable effects of stimulus familiarity may further limit this type of sonification if it is repeated.

Although practically investigating this method is outside the scope of this paper, it does preface the possible applicability of the principles discussed and investigated outside the music-emotion domain and to arbitrary sonification contexts.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed the idea that music may be treated as a culturally calibrated sonification of emotions. We reported an experiment where music was selected with the intention of sonifying (expressing) particular emotions. The results were interpreted in two ways. The traditional approach, which we classified as being based on a decoding paradigm (where an intended, putative emotion is encoded into the music and then decoded by the listener) resulted in some confusions of target emotions. This is because research published under such a paradigm is typically interested in which emotion is best expressed by the music. However, by applying our paradigm of sonification, the results could be more adequately explained. Instead of expecting the premeditated, putative emotion to be identified, sonification treats the music as a ‘measure’ of emotion, and in so doing is more like an emotional meter that the listener hears and reports (the listener is still decoding, but the analysis is not dependent on the simplification of which single emotion is the best representation of the music. It is the trend across each rated emotion that is of interest). With this interpretation, the perceivers identify the emotions expressed, and we assume that the planned or intended putative emotional projections may have been...
miscalibrated. In the present study, the actual, composer/scenario ‘intended’ emotion expressed by the film music excerpt is better explained as a combination or mixture of several emotion categories distributed (in the present case) over an emotion space.

A corollary of this approach is that the measurement of the emotion expressed by music can be no more accurate than the measuring instrument. So, before the idea that emotions are not correctly communicated, or confused, are concluded, attention needs to be drawn to the measuring instrument. This is a situation peculiar to sonification of emotion, since most auditory displays convert numbers to sound. Deciphering the number displayed does not, typically, involve the same complexities in evaluation (that is, the need for an emotion measuring instrument), because the cultural conceptualization of number systems is considered objective and unambiguous, certainly when compared with emotions, which are more fuzzy – see Figure 3 and [35].

This means that the decoding paradigm is in fact redeemed. Our approach simply questions the way that the ideas emerging from decoding conceptualisations of musical emotions are typically found in practice. What we call a ‘sonification’ paradigm does fit with the way decoding paradigms are applied in the literature. As Juslin and others [28, 36] point out, these studies were generally interested in which discrete emotions music could best express, and that these were typically restricted to four (basic), categorical emotions, not assumed to be related to each other, contrary to our approach (six discrete emotions that could be aligned in emotion space). The sonification paradigm may, therefore, be seen as an extension and different interpretation of the decoding paradigm.

We also acknowledge that sometimes quite mixed and distinct emotions can be expressed by music, such as both happy and sad [22, 37, 38]. In response to this concern we make two responses. First, from a sonification perspective, it is a limitation of the measuring instrument that mixed emotions are not identified, rather than music being unable to sonify such different emotions. Further, it may be that other factors account for such complex interpretations—nostalgia, personal associations and so forth [21, 39]. This is why we argue that our study produced such ‘clear’ results. The measurement of the sonified emotions led to fairly simple emotional expressions (measurable by our instrument) because we deliberately tried to select music that was not overly familiar or unfamiliar (see familiarity scores by excerpt in Table 1) – reducing the likelihood of strong personal associations. For example, examining the ratings of the excerpt with the highest (Excited5, 7.42) and lowest (Scared2, 4.42) familiarity scores in Figure 2, the profiles are almost identical to the corresponding target emotion response profiles. Of course, an averaging effect, or regression to the mean, is one explanation for this similarity. But we assert that trying to select music that fits with cultural norms (in this case, through selection of instrumental, stereotyped film music, that is not overly familiar) may be one way of increasing the agreement as to the emotion that the music is sonifying. Future research should continue to test this assumption, and to examine music that may have more complex relations with individual listeners.
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